Times change, but the challenge of applying moral principles to contemporary politics remains. Join several prominent thinkers as we wrestle with how to promote a healthy moral ecology in an uncertain age.

February 25, 26 and 27, 2009
Carl Grant Events Center
Union University campus

This conference commemorates the 15th anniversary of Making Men Moral by Robert George.

Among the Speakers will be:
Robert P. George
Jean Bethke Elshtain
Paul Kerry
Hadley Arkes
David Novak
Russell D. Moore
Harry L. Poe
James Stoner
Gregory A. Thornbury
Christopher Tollefson

Cost: $75
For conference details or to register go to www.uu.edu/events/MakingMenMoral
731.661.5411 • cpr@uu.edu
Co-sponsored by the Witherspoon Institute and supported by a generous grant from the Bradley Foundation.